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I am left a fragment of a dream; a piece that should have been whole...
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1 - Drifted

Together

We laughed, we shared, we talked

Together

We kissed, we danced, we made love

Together

We fought, we dissed, we cried

Together

We parted, we drifted, we no more

Together



2 - Together

Together

We laughed, we shared, we talked

Together

We kissed, we danced, we made love

Together

We fought, we dissed, we cried

Together

We parted, we drifted, we no more

Together



3 - Rose

Rose

This rose was once beautiful,

more than any I've ever seen.

This rose was once special,

the only one for me.

This rose was once glowing,

I was happy and carefree.

Now this rose is dying,

as I walked another scene.



4 - Never Again

Never Again

Love is not to last forever,

I've known this since

we're not together.

Why did it had to

end like this?

Was it my refusal

to grant you a kiss?

You were my first,

my only, my gift

to glory.

My number one

reason for living.

But now we're not

chillin' and founded

myself killing.

Now afraid,

and so I hide

from this world

with one thought that



comes to mind.

Tis to never again

fall in love,

for tis to never again

break thy heart.



5 - Sensory

Sensory

I was never meant to

feel,

this love you gave to me.

I was never meant to

see,

I was never meant to

smell,

your perfume-like scent.

I was never meant to

taste,

the sweetness of your lips.

I was never meant to

touch,

your perfectly modeled body.

I was never meant to

hear,

this lullaby you called a voice.

That's when I'd realize,



that we were never

meant to be….
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